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The Committee of Relations of the International of Anarchist Federations (CRIFA) met in
Marseille on 19–20 March 2022, and discussed matters on the ongoing war in Ukraine. Although
there are different views on some points among member Federations, on which we commit to
continue exchange and constructive discussion, important common points emerged from the
discussion.
We condemn the criminal aggression to Ukraine promoted by the Russian government, alongside all militarisms, and we stand in solidarity with oppressed people from both sides of the border, promoting active support to the victims of the conflict, to refugees, deserters and prisoners
from all sides of this war and of its potential expansion. In the contexts in which our different
federations operate, we must expose and oppose the role of NATO, the US and the EU in also
creating the preconditions for allowing the Russian state to attack its weaker neighbour with
the complicity of its puppet, Belarus. We denounce the rise of authoritarianism across the world
in recent years, which has seen the growing role of armies in public policies. With the current
situation, we especially stress the growing militarization of society in the context of increasing
rearmament across the EU, amidst generalized calls for a European Army, to the detriment of
social expenditure.
The poor and oppressed people of the world are always the losers in wars. They have become
cannon fodder and have been uprooted from their homes, and face poverty and sickness as a
result of this war. At the same time, the global bosses continue to work to control the world’s
resources. We stand against global capitalism and nationalism that are the causes of war. Instead
we have to fight the class war, countering the war industry and public spending on war, and the
whole logic of war, and to promote wider horizontal mobilizations of workers and collectivities.
We likewise stress the danger of making the mistake of defending “our” nation or “our” country, highlighting our anti-nationalist and defeatist/refusal positions, as our enemy is in “our”
country and it’s “our” national state or national bourgeoisie. Instead we aim to build solidarity
amongst all proletarians, and stress the global character of capitalist states.
Confirming our historical values of internationalism, solidarity and global kinship across borders, we confirm our opposition to all crimes and massacres perpetrated by the capital and the
state, from the genocide of Black and indigenous peoples that continues today in Brazil, Latin
America and all across the Global South, to the destruction of the environments perpetrated by
the logic of states, profit and markets which is threatening the very life of our planet.

In the perennial war of the oppressors against the oppressed, we see the worsening of the living conditions of poor people around the world due to the pandemic and regional wars that began
in recent years, as a consequence of the growing cost of basic commodities and further spending
on armaments due to war economy. We especially stress the tragedy of migrants, marginalized
and racialized people who are denied the most basic rights, and we stand alongside the last, the
forgotten, the discriminated, against states, capitalism, fascism, racism, patriarchy and exploitation.
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